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Core Views

 We expect the West Caribbean's recovery from recession to continue, albeit slowly,

although the Dominican Republic's relatively strong growth outlook makes it a clear

exception to this trend.

 Despite the economic recovery, the region's fiscal and debt problems will remain

protracted, although Dominican Republic's ongoing fiscal reform means it will see faster

improvement than others on these metrics.

 Elevated global commodity prices will continue to pose a risk to inflation trajectory

across the region, with a number of countries importing the majority of their food and

fuel, although sluggish economic growth rates will for the most part keep price gains

muted.

 Major Forecast Changes

 We have revised down our 2012 real GDP growth forecast for the Dominican Republic,

from 4.3% to 3.6%, on the back of weakerthan- anticipated private consumption as well

as a mining sector that performed below our expectations.

 Key Risks To Outlook

 Upside Risk: Tourism remains a key industry for the majority of West Caribbean

economies, and a faster-than-expected recovery in developed markets could boost

tourism receipts and overall growth rates.
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 Downside Risk: The major risk in our view is rapid inflation – particularly with regard to

food prices – stemming from high commodity prices, which has the potential to spur

social unrest.
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